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Responses to referee 1

The authors appreciate the overall support and constructive feedback provided by the
reviewer, which will improve the clarity of the paper. We recognize that improvement
is needed for the methodological sections. Please note that our conclusion about no
best method has been recognized in other studies (Ho & Pepyne, 2002; Qiao et al.,
2015) but it is still an ongoing discussion. We argue that there are no best methods
for statistical modeling in a quantifiable basis, and we argue that the no-free lunch
statistical theorem should apply also for digital soil mapping.
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Specific response to reviewer

1. Weighted overall measure of mapping accuracy maybe more informative than stats
per country?

We have calculated an overall fit using each one of the methods for all Latin America
and the overall fit is ∼0.41 of explained variance. That said, our overall objective was
to evaluate the performance of each algorithm for each country regardless of size and
information (i.e., data points). We recognize that with time the WoSIS database will
grow as there are multiple sources of information within countries. Our framework
assumes that we cannot conclude that RK and RF are the “best methods” if we cannot
prove that in fact they are always the “best methods” for all countries (i.e., small and
large countries). Although RF and RK were the ‘best methods’ in terms of absolute
accuracy (see Taylor diagram in Figure 2 that for Mexico and Brazil (as in most of
the countries), all methods (points) overlap each other and fall in the same range of
error, variance and correlation. We recognize that the methods section can improve
the explanation of the methods used for model evaluation and how to interpret them
(e.g., Talyor diagrams, see (Taylor, 2001; Carslaw & Ropkins, 2012). Please note that
an overall measure of mapping accuracy for the 5 methods across all the datasets was
performed for bulk density, coarse fragments and SOC (density and mass). Figure 1
shows that all models have relatively similar prediction capacity (except for bulk density
where RK generate the worse predictions), supporting the “no free lunch” theorem. We
will work in a revised version to improve clarity in the methods and discussion section
to make this argument clear.

2. Building models with <30 training points can lead to artifacts

We agree that this recommendation is common for geostatistics. That said, this rec-
ommendation does not necessarily apply for machine learning. Based on the quantile
theory (e.g., Meinshausen, 2006) and examples for regression and classification (e.g.,
Zhu, 1997; Pearson et al., 2007) we argue that having just a few points (i.e., ∼10 ) it is
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possible to achieve reliable predictions based on a machine learning framework. We
recognize that with time the WoSIS database will grow as there are multiple sources of
information within countries. Consequently, our approach can be replicated and tested
in the future. We strongly believe that this information represents an important base-
line for Latin American countries that have limited information and training for digital soil
mapping. Thus, our efforts are empowering capacity building across Latin America.

3. Is local better than global? Is it justified to stitch maps produced by countries vs
using global models? (note that reviewer skipped #3 so number in answers are shifted
from the reviewer comments).

We fully agree that more information and discussion about global/Latin America vs
country-specific analyzes is an ongoing discussion for digital soil mapping. We ran
several models for all Central America (i.e., “global” approach) and found very low
accuracy and high bias (∼2% of explained variance), a "global" Latin American fit im-
proved explained variance up to ∼41%. We can include these results and discussion in
the revised version. Please note that Figure 1 shows the comparison of the five meth-
ods applied to SOC related properties considering all available data for Latin America
(i.e., “global” approach). We will make this clearer in the methods section and discus-
sion in a revised version as suggested by the reviewer.

4. Evaluation of the accuracy of predictions should be based on e.g. 5-fold CV with
re-fitting

We appreciate the comment from the reviewer and we will improve clarity of the meth-
ods in a revised version. We argue that a fair comparison (either five- or ten-fold)
means that the same method was applied to all datasets. Consequently, we selected
10-fold based on previous studies (Borra & Di Ciaccio, 2010). We clarify that the model
evaluation is based on interpretation of Taylor Diagrams, which are common practice
for model comparison and evaluation for climate research. We will make this clearer
in a revised version. We have seen that the lower density of points the lower variance
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is achieved by increasing the number of folds. Previous studies have shown that un-
der specific cases a 10-fold validation slightly decreases the variance (Markatou et al.,
2005). However, a visual inspection and descriptive statistics of the training dataset is
always recommended as good practice (Esbensen & Geladi, 2010) but it is not prac-
tical with very large datasets. We argue that the differences in accuracy associated
with the number of folds are significantly lower than the differences between models
(which use the data under different assumptions); thus, we believe that our approach
is robust.

5. Github repository does not contain all points and grids you have downloaded from
ISRIC WoSIS and worldgrids.org.

Our code is designed to process the original WoSIS dataset, thus we do not provide a
“dataset” as the information is available in WoSIS.

Other detailed comments in the manuscript and questions are available here.

The authors will properly address the detailed comments. Note from the detailed com-
ments that there is still large uncertainty of >5x5 km pixels soil carbon estimates (Tifati
et al. 2017), which is the main reason why multi-scale mapping exercises including
coarse grained maps are continuously required to better understand the sources, the
spatial controls and error propagation pathways of carbon cycle-related models. The
authors appreciate your constructive review. The authors believe that properly address-
ing your concerns along the document will benefit the value of the paper.
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Please also note the supplement to this comment:
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https://www.soil-discuss.net/soil-2017-40/soil-2017-40-AC1-supplement.pdf
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